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AMERICA 

and the 

United Nations 

By John F. McManus 

President, The John Birch Society 

As every American knows, the July 4, 1776 Declaration of Independence 

launched our country. In straightforward language, the Declaration 

pronounced the philosophical basis for the new nation. Claiming as a "self

evident" truth, the Founders thundered that "Men . .. are endowed by their 

Creator with certain unalienable Rights." After affinning that there is a 

God who grants rights to mankind, they proceeded inunediately to define 

government's purpose, declaring that "to secure these Rights, Governments 

are instituted among Men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of 

the Governed." What rights? "Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness." 

And included within their thinking was the right to own property. 

These weren't mere flowery words. The concepts appearing at the 

very beginning of the Declaration were revolutionary, decidedly new 

to a world that had long experienced tyrants , dictators , monarchs, 

and an assortment of other unsavory rulers. It was a revolutionary 

beginning. Then the need arose to fight for what the Declaration stated, 

to resist the most powerful military force of the day, the British army. 

An artist's representation of the Founding Fathers at their gathering in Philadelphia where they cre
ated an entirely new governmental system for the infant United States of America. 
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But the colonists who wanted freedom prevailed; the Declaration of 

Independence survived; and the era of Americanism was born. 

With the War for Independence behind them, the Founders 

assembled in Philadelphia in 1787 intending to improve upon the failed 

Continental Congress and the deficient Articles of Confederation. Out 

of their deliberations emerged the Constitution of the United States 

whose purposes included erecting a government of limited powers and 

protecting those God-given rights. They even added a Bill of Rights, 

not to grant rights but to further ensure that government couldn't cancel 

what God had given. 

Our nation was something new in mankind's long history. With a 

structure built on the foundation of God-given rights , the Constitution 

contained no stifling regulations, controls, and onerous taxation. And so 

the infant nation began, flexed freedom's muscles, and took off. It can 

accurately be stated that America became great, not because of what 

government did, but because of what government was prevented from 

doing. 

Then Came the United Nations 
Begun in 1945 amid an outpouring of hope that a new world organization 

would usher in an era of peace, the United Nations published its own 

Charter with no mention of man's "Creator." Once established and 

functioning, the world body issued its Universal Declaration ofHUl1U1n 

Rights in 1948. This document isn't a reaffirmation of the principles 

contained in the U.S. Declaration of Independence. Its Article 8 discusses 

men's rights that are "granted him by the constitution or by law." Granted 

by law? Implicit in that pronouncement is the seminally important fact that 

a government that grants rights - through some law - is a government 

that can cancel them. 

In its closing Article 29, the UN's Universal Declaration ofHuman 

Rights boldly confirms this departure from the self-evident truth stated in 

America's Declaration of Independence. It states: "In the exercise of his 

rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only to such limitations as 

are determined by law .. . These rights and freedoms may in no case be 

exercised contrary to the purposes and principles of the United Nations." 
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In the late 1940s, Charles Malik, a world renowned diplomat from 

Lebanon, served as chairman of a UN commission assigned to formulate 

the UN's Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights. Among this panel's 

18 members were officials from Russia, Byelorussia, Ukraine and 

Yugoslavia - all communist-dominated countries where rights were 

subject to government cancellation. Four years after the promulgation of 

the Universal Declaration, Charles Malik stated in the United Nations 

Bulletin that in addition to the obvious communist attitude of several 

commission members, the representatives from non-communistic nations 

were "communistically softened or frightened." He concluded: "I think a 

study of our proceedings will reveal that . .. the text responded for the most 

part to Soviet rather than Western promptings." 

In detail after detail, the Soviet Constitution was based on the 

completely erroneous and profoundly dangerous belief that rights are 

gifts of the state that can be cancelled by the state. In like manner, the 

UN's Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights commits this same crime 

against freedom. Sad to say, America's schools consistently heap praise 

on the UN system while failing to teach the fundamentals that constitute 

Americanism. 

The Process Gets Repeated 
In 1966, the UN duplicated its unwillingness to acknowledge God as the 

grantor of rights in another document, the International Covenant on Civil 

and Political Rights. Just as in the 1948 Universal Declaration, Article 9 

of this newer document informs a reader, "Everyone has the right to liberty 

and security of person." But it quickly adds, "No one shall be deprived of 

liberty except on such grounds and in accordance with such procedure as 

are established by law." 

Over and over again, the UN's 1966 International Covenant 

acknowledges the existence of rights but never points to man's Creator 

as their provider. Rather, it claims that "rights derive from the inherent 

dignity of the human person," and immediately subjects each right to 

cancellation by government. For example, Article 19, paragraph 2 states, 

"Everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression." Then follows the 

cancellation: "The exercise of the rights provided for in paragraph 2 of this 
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article carries with it special duties and responsibilities. It may therefore be 

subject to certain restrictions, but these shall only be such as are provided 

by law and are necessary." "Restrictions ... provided by law?" Isn't this 

exactly the pattern contained in the Stalin-era Soviet Constitution? The 

people living in the USSR never enjoyed freedom because the ruling 

government passed laws curtailing it. Not only did the people living under 

communism lose their freedom, Stalin and his band of criminals murdered 

or enslaved millions. The UN, of course, welcomed the USSR as one of its 

founding members. If the UN ever achieves world rule, it will have power 

to duplicate Soviet crimes. 

We conclude that the governmental systems created by the 
U.S. and the UN cannot exist side-by-side. One will eventually 

triumph and the other will completely disappear. Contrasting 
the founding documents of our nation and those of the 

UN provides reason enough for withdrawal. But thorough 
examinations of other features of the world body provide 
more reasons. We begin by considering how the United States 
became entangled in the world body. 

I. How the U.S. Became Involved 
The United States enlisted as a founding member of the United Nations 

when the U.S. Senate approved the UN Charter on July 28, 1945. After 

only six days of formal deliberation, the Senate voted 89 in favor and only 

2 opposed. I The U.S. House of Representatives had no say in the matter 

although it is certain that a large majority in the House would also have 

approved UN membership for our nation. 

To understand why there was such overwhelming support for the newly 

designed world organization, it is important to consider what the American 

people and their leaders were thinking at the time. On that late July day in 

1945, the war in the Pacific was still raging (it would finally end 17 days 

I Senators Henrik Shipstead (R-Minn.) and William Langer (R-N.D.) cast the No votes. Had illness 
not kept him away. Senator Hiram Johnson (R-Calif.) would have also cast a negative vote. Four 
other senators later announced that they would have voted Yes had they been able to attend tbe 
session. Therefore, counting all of the Yeas and Nays showed that the Senate approved entry into 
the United Nations by 93 to 3. 
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any possibility that the UN would have authorization to use American 

forces in struggles not properly sanctioned by Congress? Would a powerful 

United Nations misuse its authority? These were considerations that 

should have been heavily discussed but were not. Had they been properly 

aired, there is reason to believe that many more senators and many more 

Americans would have registered disapproval in 1945. 

Here we are nearly seven decades after the UN began. Many who 

have studied the Charter, discovered the background of the UN's key 

creators, and examined the world body's performance have sounded an 

alarm. They cry: "Get US Out! of the United Nations." They even add a 

desire to have the UN's headquarters moved outside the borders of our 

nation. The John Birch Society has long been the leading voice behind 

these urgings. What follows in this booklet are reasons why America 

should withdraw, even reasons why our nation should never have been 

involved in the first place. 

n. The UN's Marxist Godfather 
The desire for a United Nations didn ' t originate with the individuals 

who wrote the UN Charter in the 1940s. Without doubt, some who are 

considered its founders knew that power sufficiently able to insure world 

peace would, of necessity, constitute power to dominate mankind. History 

tells us that rule over nations and their peoples had been the desire of such 

historical figures as Genghis Khan, Suleiman the Magnificent, Vladimir 

Lenin and more. The United Nations is a modem attempt to achieve what 

those men and others failed to accomplish. 

To gain a sound understanding of how America tied herself to the 

UN - and what doing so has ultimately meant - we begin with the 

designs of a little-known political figure from Texas named Edward 

Mandell House. Raised in a wealthy Texas family steeped in pro

British culture and political thinking, "Colonel" House (his title was 

honorary) was born in 1858. His parents sent him to England for 

schooling and, because of what he learned from his family and from 

his studies, he became a partisan for Britain's ways. A few years after 

he returned to America in the late 19th Century, he emerged as an 
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Edward Mandell House (left) with President Woodrow Wilson. A Marxist, House had gained the 
confidence of the president and continuously influenced him over many years. 

extremely powerful behind-the-scenes political kingmaker in his home 

state, actually becoming a decisive force in electing and guiding five 

consecutive Democratic Texas governors. Never seeking office for 

himself, he eventually set his sights on gaining influence over a much 

higher post: the presidency of the United States. By 1910, House had 

learned enough of the political attitudes of a newly elected governor 

of New Jersey to realize that they shared a remarkably similar outlook: 

they were progressives and internationalists. In order to facilitate 

meeting and befriending Woodrow Wilson, House took up residence in 

New York City and began to contact the rising political star by mail. 

The two men immediately formed an intense friendship. "It was 

remarkable," Wilson stated. "We found ourselves in agreement upon 

practically everyone of the issues of the day. I never met a man whose 

thoughts ran so identically with mine." House concurred and, in a letter 

sent to his brother-in-law, Sidney Mezes, the president of the College 

of the City of New York, he wrote, "It is just such a chance as I have 

always wanted, for never before have I found both the man and the 

opportunity." Opportunity to do what? The answer appears in a small 
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2. Philip Dru: Administrator can be obtained through Amazon.com. 
3. 	The Manifesto of Karl Marx and Frederick Engels (1848) contains specific calls for 

an income an inheritance and a centralized control of money and credit via a national 
institution such as the Federal Reserve. Each of these Marxian goals was achieved during the 
Wilson administration. 
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In 1916, Woodrow Wilson's campaign for reelection included repeated use of the slogan, "He 
kept us out of war." All the while, however, the president and E. M. House were quietly planning 
to send American forces into the European struggle. Historian Charles Seymour told of House's 
secret agreement with England, made on behalf of Wilson, to intervene as soon the two felt 
comfortable doing so. Wilson formally sanctioned entry into the war on March 9, 1917 and 
Congress followed with a fomlal war declaration against Germany in early April 1917. 
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Disappointed But Not Defeated 
Although the Senate refused to approve House's plan for a world 

government, President Wilson's "alter ego" (his term) had already 

achieved other goals: imposition of a federal income tax and the start of 

the Federal Reserve. He was also instrumental in altering the thinking 

of many who now considered the U.S. Constitution as an outdated relic 

worthy of replacement. For him, the Senate's action that kept our nation 

out of the League was only a temporary defeat. 

Early in 1919 while in France working on the Versailles Treaty, the 

Colonel had perceptively concluded that the Senate would not approve 

U.S. entry into the League. So he assembled diplomats from America 

and England for a dinner meeting in Paris. The participants had 

been busily hammering out treaty details to formally end WWI. The 

gathering at the Majestic Hotel in Paris resulted in pledges to create 

parallel U.S. and British organizations, each of which would strive to 

persuade the people of the two nations to support a second try at world 

government. The British promptly launched the Royal Institute of 

International Affairs and the Americans created the Council on Foreign 

Relations (originally known as the Institute of International Affairs 

until its current name was adopted in 1921).5 

The CFR immediately began influencing America's foreign policy. 

Members wasted no time in making known their desire for world 

government. In September 1922, for example, the CFR's newly created 

Foreign Affairs journal took aim at "the dubious doctrines expressed 

in the phrases 'safety first' and 'America first.'" Two months later in 

December 1922, Foreign Affairs lamented the absence of the world 

government sought by House and others, stating: "Obviously, there is 

going to be no peace or prosperity for mankind so long as it remains 

divided into fifty or sixty independent states .... The real problem today 

is that of world government." 

5. House 's allies at the Paris meeting that resulted in the founding of the Council on Foreign 
Relations included future Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, future CIA Director Allen 
Dulles, and future Secretary of State Christian Herter. Other disciples ofE.M. House who had 
accompanied him to Paris to construct the Versailles treaty, and had left for home prior to the 
meeting that led to the creation of the CFR, included joumalist Walter Lippman, future President 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and future Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter. 
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FOR's mind. What was needed to make the House goal a reality was 

America's involvement in another war. It would come with the attack at 

Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. 

Into War Once Again 
World War II actually began in Europe in September 1939 when Hitler's 

army invaded Poland. British and French declarations of war against 

Germany followed immediately. House's disciples then went into high 

gear and, before a few weeks had passed, the State Department accepted 

assistance from a CFR study group labeled the War and Peace Studies 

Project. As has so often been the case, the Rockefeller Foundation 

provided financing for the project. With its presence now inside the State 

Department, the CFR began exerting strong influence over the conduct of 

America's foreign affairs. 

In an almost exact duplicate of the duplicity exercised by Woodrow 

Wilson who had frequently and solemnly pledged to keep America out of 

WWI while he was planning just the opposite, Franklin Roosevelt ran for 

reelection in 1940 while repeatedly telling the American people, "Your 

boys are not going to be sent into any foreign wars." The Japanese attack 

at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941 thrust the United States into the war. 

Congress issued a declaration of war against Japan the very next day.6 

Being again at war set the stage for converting the House plan for a world 

government into reality. 

While most Americans immediately began mobilizing for the military 

struggle that lay ahead, diplomats from the U.S. and elsewhere were more 

interested in laying the groundwork for the future United Nations. Various 

conferences, always led by the United States, included: 

• Emissaries from 26 nations met in Washington on January 	1, 1942 

to begin work on creating a new world organization. At the request 

of President Roosevelt, they labeled what they were proposing the 

6. Congress declared war against Japan on December 8,1941. Honoring a pact they had with Japan, 
both Germany and Italy immediately declared war on the United States. Subsequent congressional 
declarations of war against those two nations followed. There have been no declarations of war 
issued by Congress ever since. 
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Hiss whom Time magazine immediately acknowledged as "an im

portant figure there." It was Hiss who filled the American delegation 

with more than 40 men who were then, or soon would be, members 

of the CFR. Years later, the USSR's Andrei Gromyko revealed that 

he had "helped to draft the UN Charter" and was especially proud 

of the role he had played in including UN authority to send military 

forces into any country. 

World War II ended on August 14, 1945. The first meeting of the United 

Nations took place on October 24, 1945 after the Charter had been 

approved by a majority of the 50 San Francisco conference participants, 

and by the representatives of each permanent Security Council member 

(Great Britain, France, China, the U.S., and the USSR). UN Day has 

subsequently been celebrated on October 24th each year. 

Edward Mandell House didn't live to see the UN created. Neither 

did Franklin Delano Roosevelt who passed away on April 12, 1945. 

However, these two men were the most significant players in the 

formation of the UN . Other significant players were secret communist 

Alger Hiss, open communists from the USSR, and all the CFR members 

(From left) British Prime Minister Winston Churchill , U.S. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, and 
Soviet Dictator Josef Stalin at the February 1945 Yalta Conference that produced additional planning 
for the creation of the United Nations. 
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who championed the organization. Through its members and wannabe 

members, the CFR played a key role in convincing the American people 

of the UN's supposed worth. 

None of this important history is taught in the schools of our nation 

not in grade school, junior high, senior high, college, graduate school, law 

school, or even in many seminaries where the primacy of God is frequently 

given second place to the Godless United Nations. 

The reality is that Marxist Edward Mandell House and his 
disciples had gotten their way. Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
paved the way for realization of the House goal. Alger Hiss 
carried out the desires of the communists for whom he secretly 
labored. And world government promoters at the Council on 
Foreign Relations continue to steer America away from the 
Constitution and into the UN's waiting arms. 

ill. The United Nations Charter 
The UN Charter contains a Preamble and 111 Articles in its 19 Chapters. 

Approximately the size of the U.S. Constitution, it isn't a very lengthy 

document. But the two foundational works could hardly be more 

different. Where the U.S. Constitution creates a government with strictly 

limited powers, the UN Charter establishes the path to a dominant world 

government. 

The Charter's Article I names the UN's purpose: "To maintain 

international peace and security." The word "peace" appears six times in 

this very first article. Hence, UN officials and supporters claim that the 

world body is "a peace organization." In 1971 , the peace organization 

ousted Free China and seated the People's Republic of China whose 

leaders had murdered more than 60 million Chinese. 

After insistence that its purpose is peace, the Charter's Article 2 grants 

permission for the UN to apply "enforcement measures under Chapter 

VIT." And Chapter VII's Article 42 boldly authorizes warlike action if 

the UN's idea of peace is not assured. As you read the Charter's text that 

follows, recall that most of mankind has been assured that the UN is the 

world 's most eminent champion of peace. 
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A few other senators expressed some misgivings about approving the 

Charter and placing our nation in the world body. But they still voted to 

do so. One who seemed to understand very clearly what UN membership 

would mean was Senator Burton Wheeler (R-Mont.). His arguments 

against approving the Charter were at least as strong as those given by 

Senators Shipstead and Langer. But he still voted with the majority to 

approve the Charter and send our nation into the UN. He stated: 

... all I have to say to the American people is that if, as our 

contemporary wolfpack ofpropagandists is attempting to prove 

by its yapping [that 1the simple statement ofhistorical facts and 

American principles and ideals is divisive, destructive, or subversive 

to American interests, then America as a nation offree peoples is 

already blindly groping toward her doom .... If we enter into this 

treaty, we take the power away from the Congress and the President 

can send troops all over the world to fight battles everywhere. fo 

Asked later how he could vote for UN membership after having so strongly 

condemned what he understood it would mean, Sen. Burton said he didn't 

see any "alternative." He lamely explained that he would take a more 

firm stand when the "real fight" came, when the UN actually required our 

nation to send troops somewhere under its command. 

The pressure to approve the Charter was so intense that Senator Robert 

Taft (R-Ohio), a constitutional stalwart, unexpectedly voted for Charter 

approval. Several years later, he regretted what he had done and stated, 

"The U.N. is a trap. Let's go it alone." But it was too late. 

As we show in the pages ahead, there are other portions of the UN 

Charter that senators should have objected to. But pressure to approve this 

path to world government carried the day. 

A study of the UN Charter provides numerous reasons why 

the United States should never have joined the UN. It is not a 

"peace document"; it invites war; and it both supersedes and 

violates the U.S. Constitution. 

JO. Congressional Record, July 24, J945, pages 7973 and 7988 
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Iv. Charter Approval Followed 
By Congressional Compliance 
With our nation already entangled in the UN as a result of Senate approval 

of the Charter, an additional capitulation to the world body was needed. 

The entire Congress had to give the President formal permission to commit 

U.S. forces to whatever mission the United Nations deemed necessary. 


That permission came with passage of the United Nations Participation Act 


(UNPA) on December 20, 1945. 


The important portions of UNPA appear in its Section 6. It mandates 

that "approval by Congress" must be gained should a president desire 

to assign American forces to serve in a UN standing (permanent) army. 

Although various officials at the UN have always wanted the world body 

to have its own standing army, no such force has ever been established. 

Therefore, no U.S. president has ever been asked to approve supplying 

forces to the UN for its own military arm. 

But UNPA's Section 6 also states: "The President shall not be deemed 

to require the authorization of Congress" [emphasis added] to send troops 

to carry out missions authorized by the UN Security Council. These troops 

would not be part of a standing army and would not necessarily wear 

UN uniforms and insignia. But they would still be a UN force serving 

under UN oversight. A few members of Congress rose to oppose UNPA. 

Representative Jessie Sumner (R-Ill.) told her colleagues: 

You know, ofcourse, that this measure gives congressional authority 

for surrendering the American people to an all-powerful world 

supergovernment .... The time when the American people will 

have it in their power to resist the illegal and unjust dec rees ofthe 

superstate will have passed when Congress passes this bill, making 

the new world supergovernment more powerful than any government 

including our own. / / 

Representative Frederick Smith (R-Ohio) concurred and offered his own 

summation of the dangers posed by UNPA: 

II . Congressional Record, December 18, 1945 
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This measure strikes at the very heart of the Constitution. It provides 

that the power to declare war shall be taken from Congress and 

given to the President. Here is the essence ofdictatorship .... 

But the House approved the UNPA by a lopsided vote of 355 to 15 on 

December 20, 1945. Senate approval followed one day later. From that 

day forward, a President acting alone could send our military forces 

whenever and wherever the UN Security Council said they were needed. 

All UN-member nations are supposed to do likewise but history shows 

that the U.S. has long been the chief supplier of troops to enforce UN 

desires. Others send token forces or none. And while it is also true 

that the U.S. can veto any Security Council resolution and avoid any 

requirement to send troops for any UN missions, our leaders do not use 

their veto power. 

v. Next Came NATO, 
Then the Korean "Police Action" 
In 1949, the U.S. Senate approved a pact creating the North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO). Formed under the provisions of Article 51 

of the UN Charter, NATO has always been a creature of the world body. 

Informing the American people about the pact, Secretary of State Dean 

Acheson made clear that NATO was a creature of the United Nations. A 

member of the CFR and, therefore, a disciple of Edward Mandell House, 

Acheson stated in a March 19, 1949 speech that the proposed NATO "is 

designed to fit precisely into the framework of the United Nations." He 

added: "All of these provisions of the pact are subject to the overriding 

provisions of the United Nations Charter," and the treaty "is an essential 

measure for strengthening the United Nations." 

Most Americans were led to believe that NATO's purpose was to 

create a military force to prevent possible westward expansion of the 

Soviet Union 's already dominant position in Eastern Europe. So, too, 

were the people of Canada and West European nations that joined in 

forming the alliance. But NATO said that any "armed attack against 

one of more of [the participants] shall be considered an attack against 
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The cemetery pictured above is located near Pusan in South Korea. Maintained by the United Na
tions whose flag is prominently shown, the site contains the remains of Korean War dead from the 
United States, Great Britain and other nations whose flags are also shown. 

Where did the Chinese general obtain such assurance? The answer is the 

United Nations. How did UN personnel know that the U.S. forces would 

be restrained? It was they who set the rules for the conduct of the war. And 

it was they who stymied General MacArthur and his forces as they tried 

to win a war that would have blocked the UN's pro-communist designs. 

The UN had already established a military oversight post known as the 

Undersecretary for Political and Security Council Affairs. By agreement 

at the founding of the UN, that post would always be held by an official 

of the Soviet Union. 13 While our troops were fighting communist armies 

in Korea, their plans were being routed through a communist official at 

the UN serving as the UnderSecretary General for Political and Security 

Council Affairs. During 1949 to 1953, the USSR's Konstantin Zinchenko 

held this key post. 

In 1954, a year after an armistice had silenced the guns in Korea, a 

Senate Committee led by William Jenner (R-Ind.) took testimony from 

13. This arrangement startled even Trygvie Lie, the UN's first permanent Secretary General, who 
wrote about it his 1954 book, In the Cause ofPeace. 
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five senior U.S. military officers who had led our troops during this 

war: General Mark Clark, General James Van Fleet, General George 

Stratemeyer, Admiral Turner Joy, and General Edward Almond. Their 

testimony, publicized by Congressman James Utt (R-Calif.), was summed 

up in the words of General Stratemeyer, "We were required to lose the 

Korean War." 

The conflict in Korea became our nation's first no-win war. While most 

of the shooting ceased in 1953, the state of war has never been terminated 

and the U.S. continues to maintain a force of more than 30,000 troops 

in South Korea. They are under UN command. From 1950 onward, the 

UN has always been in charge. American military personnel who have 

sworn an oath to protect our nation and abide by the U.S. Constitution are 

regularly sent in and out of duty in Korea to serve under overall United 

Nations command. Most have no idea who their ultimate leader truly 

is. Officials will deny it but the United Nations is in charge, not only 

regarding who is sent to Korea but all who serve. 

VI. From NATO to SEATO to the Vietnam War 
Created in 1949, NATO's main originator was John Foster Dulles, one 

of E.M. House's carefully groomed disciples. The alliance's undeniable 

UN parentage can be seen in the mention of "United Nations" five times 

in the NATO Charter's 14 brief articles, one of which states very clearly 

that the pact derives its legitimacy from the UN Charter's Articles 51-54. 

Initially, NATO had 12 member nations: United States, Canada, Belgium, 

France, Luxembourg, Holland, Britain, Denmark, Iceland, Italy, Norway 

and Portugal. Other countries have been added so that, by 2012, NATO 

membership had grown to 28 nations. 

As noted previously, President Truman pointed to the 1949 NATO 

troop deployments as a precedent allowing him to send U.S. forces to 

Korea in 1950. But NATO actually accomplished more than skirting 

the U.S. Constitution's requirement for a congressional declaration of 

war; it placed a high percentage of our nation's armed forces under a 

jurisdiction superior to U.S. military officials. Individuals who have 

worn the uniforms of our country and sworn an oath to defend the 
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Constitution were now routinely transferred in and out of NATO 

where they served under ultimate UN command. Moving them to serve 

under the UN became routine; considered just like a redeployment from 

one stateside base to another within our shores. None were given an 

option to refuse such a transfer. Nor did the transfer become a matter of 

conscience for any of the U.S. service personnel who had no knowledge 

of NATO's roots and its overall status as a "Regional Arrangement" 

under the UN. Even though NATO's highest posts are usually filled 

by U.S. leaders, there is no requirement that Americans hold these 

positions. The alliance has always existed under authorization supplied 

by the UN and NATO not only owes its existence to the world body but 

everything it undertakes must be reported to the UN. 

While NATO was already eating away at the U.S. Constitution and 

benefiting the UN, the same John Foster Dulles organized the Southeast 

Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) in 1954 via the Treaty of Manila. 

SEATO's original members included the U.S., Britain, Australia, 

New Zealand, Thailand, Philippines, Pakistan and France. As can 

be seen from the several official statements noted below, the UN's 

newest "Regional Arrangement" SEATO supplied authority for U.S. 

intervention in Vietnam. 

• State Department Bulletin 8062, March 28, 1966: "The Southeast 

Asia Collective Defense Treaty authorizes the President's actions. 

The Government of the United States has informed the Security 

Council promptly and fully of all our major activities in Vietnam." 

• American Bar Association report entered in the Congressional 

Record, July 14, 1966, page 14953: "The institutional framework 

of the United States military assistance to the Republic of Vietnam is 

provided by the SEATO regional defense agreement which is firmly 

rooted in Article 51 of the United Nations Charter." 

• Secretary of State Dean Rusk, November 26, 1966: "It is this fun

damental SEATO obligation that has from the outset guided our ac

tion in South Vietnam." 
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The above photo shows the huge statue situated in the courtyard in front of the main entrance to the 
UN Headquarters building in New York City. A 1986 gift of the government of Lu xembourg, it is an 
enlarged replica ofa Colt revolver made for civilian use, not for the military. It symbolizes the UN 's 
determination to disarm civilians, not governments and their military forces. 

YD. Planned Disarmament Calls for UN Dominance 
In 1961, the U.S. State Department issued a small document entitled 

Freedom From War: The United States Program for General and 

Complete Disarmament in a Peaceful World. It called for all nations to 

tum over their weaponry to the UN, disband their armed forces, and 

build a "UN Peace Force." 

This document's Stage III stated: "States would retain only those 

forces, non-nuclear armaments and establishments required for the 

purpose of maintaining internal order; they would also support and 

provide agreed manpower for a UN Peace Force." The disarmament 

process would continue, stated the document, "to a point where no 

state would have the power to challenge the progressively strengthened 

UN Peace Force." This would mean disbanding the armed forces in 

all nations including our own. Goodbye Army, Navy, Air Force and 

Marine Corps. 

Freedom From War continued: "The manufacture of armaments 

would be prohibited except for those of agreed types and quantities to 

be used by the UN Peace Force and those required to maintain internal 
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14. Also known as "Department of State Publication 7277," Freedom From War is available from 
ShopJBS.org. 

15. Originally classified and unknown to the general public, this document was declassified 
and photocopies have been made available by The John Birch Society. It stales that was created 
under State Department contract see 28270 issued on February 24, 1961. 
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world body is essential if personal freedom and national 
independence are to continue. 

VITI. Intruding Domestically 
If the founders of the UN failed to include Article 2, Paragraph 7 in their 

Charter, it is doubtful that the document would have been overwhelmingly 

approved by the U.S. Senate. Or even approved at all. This important 

article states: 

Nothing in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations 

to intervene in matters which are essentially within the domestic 

jurisdiction of any state or shall require the Members to submit such 

matters to settlement under the present Charter .... 

According to the UN Charter, in other words, what happens within each 

country's borders is that country's business. It is never supposed to be 

subject to UN meddling. James J. Wadsworth was a lifelong supporter 

of the UN, even serving as U.S. Ambassador to the world body during 

1960-61. He was one of many who urged the Senate to ratify the 

Charter and later, he commented about the importance of its Article 

2, Paragraph 7. "It is a foregone conclusion," he stated, "that had this 

provision been omitted from the Charter, literally dozens of prospective 

members in 1945 would have balked at ratification - certainly the 

United States would have been among them." So it was included. But 

it has consistently been ignored. We list a few violations of this easily 

understood portion of the Charter. 

As mentioned previously, forces under UN command and wearing UN 

insignia attacked Katanga in 1961 during what was clearly an internal 

struggle for political leadership. Examples of UN intervention include: 

• The world body then relentlessly targeted South Africa's domestic 

apartheid policy.16 

16. 	Pointing to apartheid (government enforced "apartness") as an internal matter doesn 't mean that 
the policy meets with our approval. It is worth noting, however, that, even when the South African 
government mandated apartheid, refugees fleeing from tyranny and hunger in nearby countries in 
Africa continued to stream across borders into the nation targeted by the UN. 
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18, NGOs are activist political, economic, humanitarian, or religious organizations that have applied 
for and received accreditation from the United Nations. The starus is granted by the UN Economic 
and Social Council (EcoSoc) but each group a designation must profess support 
for the "purposes and principles" of the and the UN Charter. There are in excess of 1,500 
NGOs, each of which wittingly or unwittingly supplies desired evidence of popular support for 
the world body. When this category UN recognition began, it was completely sought by leftist 
and internationalist organizations, But the lure of attaining a peculiar type status has encouraged 
some conservative, even some pro-life and pro-gun ownership groups to accept NGO designation. 
The price they pay is agreeing never to oppose what the UN stands for while becoming ils 
supporter. 
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Partisans for the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
ha ve no intention of hiding UNESCO's role in preparing the people of the world for a UN-led 
world government. 

UNESCO influences educational systems worldwide,19 spews out a 

stream of highly questionable scientific theories, proposes economic 

and cultural standards designed to bring about world control, and 

has even seen one of its officials countenance licensing the world's 

journalists in order to control what information is given to mankind . 

In 1984, President Ronald Reagan pulled the U.S. out of UNESCO but 

President George W. Bush placed our nation back into this subversive 

agency early in his presidency_ 

UNESCO, of course, is far from alone in threatening personal 

freedom and national independence. The United Nations Environmental 

Program (UNEP) promotes world control over human activity to 

combat highl y dubious claims of environmental catastrophe_ The 

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) funds China's one-child

per-family policy and supplies funding and direction for abortion 

programs in many nations_ UNICEF gains government control over 

19. A 1949 UNESCO publication entitled Toward World Understanding lamented that children are 
receiving education from parents containing "the poisoned air of nationalism." To combat this, 
UNESCO's publication recommended programs designed to have the schools "combat family 
attitudes." 
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20. It is true that UNICEF occasionally supplies food, shelter and medicine to children in need. 
Programs such as these regularly pointed to as evidence that is praiseworthy 
humanitarian organization. But corruption within UNICEF has regularly reported, and the 
work of private and religious groups doing the same work at fraction of the cost with no ulterior 
motives is rarely mentioned. 
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IX. Enemies of National Sovereignty in Top UN Post 
No one who believes in personal freedom and national independence has 

ever been considered for the post of UN Secretary General. Nor, without 

doubt, would anyone who possessed such traditional beliefs want the job. 

Being considered for the top post at the UN requires a commitment to 

socialist/communist economic policies and eventual creation of a United 

Nations-led world government. All who have served in the high post have 

met these requirements. 

The UN's first Secretary General was Alger Hiss. Though temporary, his 

selection constitutes a key indicator of the type of individual sought as a 

leader of the world body. Hiss led the UN's 1945 founding conference after 

having served as a major architect of the UN Charter. After placing scores 

of like-minded traitors in important positions at the world body, he was 

exposed as a secret agent working for Communist USSR.21 

Norwegian Socialist Trygve Lie, a high-ranking member of Norway's 

Social Democratic Labor Party, an undisguised offshoot of the Communist 

International, was the UN's first Secretary General elected by member 

nations. Strongly backed by the Soviet Union, he effectively owed his 

elevation to support he received from Moscow. He served until 1952. 

Sweden's Dag Hammarskjold followed Lie. He once confided to 

an associate that he was "a new Jesus." To others, he maintained that 

his political hero was Chinese mass murderer Chou En-lai. It was 

Hammarskjold who was UN Secretary General in 1961 when UN forces 

began attacking freedom-seeking Katangans. He died in a plane crash in 

Africa in September 1961 on his way to negotiate a cease-fire in Katanga. 

Next came Burmese Marxist U Thant. He proclaimed in the May 

1964 issue of the UN Monthly Chronicle, "If we are to take the next step 

toward world authority and then onward to world government, it will be 

by the growth in authority and prestige of the institutions and agencies 

21. In 1950, the State Department issued a document entitled Postwar Foreign Policy Preparation. 
1939-1945. It proudly named 17 men who contributed to the planning for the United Nations. And 
16 of them were later identified by appropriate government agencies as secret communists. The 
16 included Alger Hiss, Harry Dexter White, Virginius Frank Coe, Noel Field, Laurence Duggan, 
Henry Julian Wadleigh, John Carter Vincent, David Weintraub, Nathan Gregory Silvermaster, 
Harold Glasser, Victor Perlo, Irving Kaplan, Solomon Adler, Abraham George Silverman, William 
L. Ullman, and William H. Taylor. 
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the post while serving his own nation as its Foreign Minister. A graduate 

of Harvard University's Kennedy School, he demonstrated favoritism 

for world government with speeches before the Asia Society and the 

Council on Foreign Relations in New York. A strong supporter of the UN's 

International Criminal Court, he is also a backer of the highly questionable 

claims and demands of global warming enthusiasts. 

Without exception, leaders of the UN have shown their 

commitment to creating a UN-led world government and 

terminating the independence of nations. They have been 

aided by individuals, especially some from the United States, 

in pursuit of their nefarious goal. No country valuing its 

sovereignty, certainly including the United States, should have 

anything to do with the UN's continuing grasp for power. 

x. Opposition to the Membership in the UN Growing 
On February 18,2011, the U.S. House of Representatives considered 

an amendment to an appropriations measure calling for terminating our 

nation's dues payments. Widely understood by pro- and anti-UN partisans 

as a major step toward complete withdrawal from the world body, the 

measure won approval from 177 members of the 435 House members (218 

constituting a majority). This strong outpouring of concern about the UN 

wasn't enough for passage, and even though there was no parallel measure 

introduced in the Senate, the vote amounted to a significant increase in 

congressional dissatisfaction, indeed antipathy, toward continued U.S . 

involvement in the world body. In 2003, for instance, a total of 74 House 

members had voted to stop dues payments. And in 2004, the number 

climbed to 84. The trend is certainly heading upward for those who want 

to Get US out! 

On the other hand, poll takers report sharply conflicting attitudes among 

the American people about the world body. A 2010 Gallup poll found that 

60 percent of Americans felt that the UN wasn't doing a good job. But in 

2011 , a poll conducted by the UN Foundation and its sister organization, 

the Better World Campaign, claimed that 80 percent of Americans 

wanted the U.S . to stay actively involved and 64 percent supported 
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• Responding to the widespread notion that the UN should be sup


ported because of a claimed ability to mediate disputes among na


tions, U.S. Ambassador to the UN Jeane Kirkpatrick stated in a 


1982 speech, "The UN has become an arena in which countries are 


drawn into problems they might never have become involved in." 


A pronounced supporter of the UN, she nevertheless claimed the 


world body consistently generates "a process of conflict extension, 


polarization and exacerbation that hardens disputes instead of set


tling them." 


• UNICEF's frightening motto states, "Every child is our child." As far 


back as 1976, the UN's Habitat Conference proclaimed that "private 


land ownership" must be replaced by "indispensable" public control. 


In 1995, a UN publication entitled Our Global Neighborhood called 


for "the disarming of civilians" and the banning of private ownership 


of weapons. 


Many more reasons can be assembled to demonstrate that retaining 

membership in the world body amounts to national suicide. It is not 

possible, as some have suggested, to repair, reform, or restructure the UN. 

It is fundamentally flawed, a threat to the independence of all nations. In 

sadness, therefore, we recognize that numerous leaders of the United States 

support the UN and all of its policies and programs. To put a stop to this, 

the American people must demand that our elected officials withdraw our 

nation from the UN. 

James Madison served as our nation's fourth President. As the compiler 

of the proceedings at the 1787 Constitutional Convention, he justly became 

known as the Father of the Constitution. But he was also the author of what 

has become known as the Madisonian Principle, a call for action before the 

action becomes fruitless. In part, Madison stated: 

It is proper to take alarm at the first experiment on our liberties .... 

The freemen ofAmerica did not wait till usurped power had 

strengthened itself by exercise, and entangled the question in 

precedents. They sawall the consequences in the principle, and they 

avoided the consequences by denying the principle. 
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Numerous "experiments on our liberties" result from continued 

membership in the United Nations. The world body has certainly "usurped 

power" and "strengthened itself by exercise." The consequences attached 

to UN membership are numerous and their number grows steadily. The 

ultimate consequence, loss of freedom for our country and each of us, 

must be avoided by denying the principle. That principle, simply stated, is 

membership in the world body. 

Before it's too late, our nation must withdraw completely from the 

United Nations. House bill H.R. 75 proposes doing SO.22 Has your U.S. 

representative supported it? Do your two senators agree? 

22. Introduced by Congressman Paul Broun (R-Ga.) on January 3, 2013, the text ofH.R. 75, The 
American Sovereignty Restoration Act, can be accessed on the internet via the Library of Congress 
web site thomas.loc.gov. 
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